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OFF ROAD SERIES - ROUND 4 
Sunday 17th June 2012 

  

A dry track, a good turnout of drivers, good weather - what more could we ask for? Three club 
members had worked very hard to get the track and parking area grass cut, and the landowner had cut 
the whole field - things hopefully are getting back to normal! As usual, willing volunteers set out a 
good track design, with many ‘technical’ elements included. The clockwise design incorporated all 
astroturf features. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The classes ready to race comprised 1/8th Nitro, 1/10th 2wd and 4wd Electric Buggies, 1/8th 
Electrics, and 1/10th Electric Short-Course Trucks - the Nitros and 4wd Buggies being divided into 
two heats, with six heats in total. As there were only three 1/8th Electrics these ran with the Nitros.  

Race Results 

Race Report 

Final 1st Place 2nd Place 3rd Place 

‘A’ Nitro Kristian Gibbs  Anthony French  Deane Linan         

‘B’ Nitro Craig Horn                Jai Jhita  Steve Collins  

2wd Electric James Crockart  Tony Price  William Innocent  

4wd Electric Simon Miller  David Brazington  Mark Woods  

SCT Tony Price  Lee Hedges  Jayson Roper  
    

FTQ Nitros Kristian Gibbs    9/335.89 (Round 2)  

FTQ 2wd Electric Don Apps    9/392.88 (Round 3)  

FTQ SCT Lee Hedges  10/397.67 (Round 3)  

FTQ 4wd Electric George Fairweather 10/385.34 (Round 3)  Note: 
Rounds 1 & 2 were cancelled due to bad weather so 
Off Road Series Results will be reported with the 
originally scheduled round numbers & dates.  
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First off were the 2wd Buggies, with Tony Price setting the pace with 9 laps - a full lap ahead. Simon 
Miller won the first of the 4wd Buggy heats with 9 laps, only to be out-gunned by 3 seconds by Craig 
Fisher in the next heat! Paul Noy set the scene for the Nitros with 7 laps and Kristian Gibbs managed 
8 laps in his heat, 6 seconds ahead of Anthony French. Lee Hedges headed the SCTs with 9 laps, just 
61/100 second faster than Craig’s 4wd Buggy! 

Round 2 saw three improvements in 2wd Electric, with ‘Dr. Don’ Apps winning this heat though not 
able to improve on Tonys Round 1 time. Most of the 4wd Electrics improved, with Craig Fisher 
pipping Simon Miller by 1 second to retain TQ - both of them doing 10 laps. The majority of Nitros 
also improved, with junior Morgan Wakeling winning his heat in convincing style. Kristian drove a 
very consistent race, winning by a lap and improving his TQ time by a lap. Lee hedges stormed round 
in the SCT heat, finishing on 10 laps and retaining TQ. 

On to Round 3 and there were even more improvements as the track became faster. ‘Dr. Don’ came 
out of hiding to win the 2wd Electric heat by a lap and knocked 1 second off Tony Prices TQ time. 
George Fairweather, who had been lying 3rd in the 4wd Electric table, got it together and improved 
the TQ time by 3 seconds to topple Craig off his perch. Morgan was going strong and thrashed the 
opposition in his Nitro heat to improve and win by a lap! Kristian had a plug problem right at the start 
of his heat, giving Anthony French the opportunity to win, but retained TQ. That man again, Lee 
Hedges, improved by 3 seconds in SCTs to top the table in his class by a lap. 

No improvements in 2wd Electrics in Round 4 - luckily for ‘Dr. Don’, who had a bad race but would 
be on Pole in his final. Also, none of the 4wd Electrics improved but some got close to their previous 
fastest times. Strangely, though, most of the Nitros went faster but not enough to better Kristians 
previous TQ time. Tony Price won the SCT heat, with four drivers improving, but in spite of having a 
bad race Lee Hedges clung on to top spot. 

The class running order for the Finals was the same as the heats. In the 2wd Electric Final James 
Crockart, who started 5th on the grid, stormed away from the start. Tony Price chased hard, but James 
gradually eased away on each lap to win by14 seconds. 

All the 4wd Electrics ran in one Final and Simon Miller, starting 3rd, drove very consistently to win 
by a lap from David Brazington - newcomer Mark Woods came in third. The ‘B’ Nitro proved to be a 
battle between Craig Horn, Jai Jhita, and Steve Collins (1/8th Electric), all finishing in that order on 
14 laps. In the ‘A’ Nitro, Kristian Gibbs had his work cut out to hold off Anthony French and Deane 
Linan but pulled away gradually throughout the race to win by 28 seconds from Anthony, with Deane 
a further 7 seconds back. 

And so to the SCT Final, when Tony Price decided that enough was enough and gave Lee a run for 
his money! A slow lap by Lee 3 laps from the end gave Tony the chance to extend his lead to finish 
15 seconds ahead. Mention should be made of young Jai Jhita who decided that he wanted to race his 
dad’s SCT after the first Round! Better start looking for another car, Jaz!! 
 
 

Race Report (Continued) 
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Yours truly, ably assisted by Kristian and Alan Gibbs, is gradually ironing out the wrinkles - no, not 
in my face but rather in the new Race Timing programme! Certainly, to date, the system is working 
well in conjunction with the new Mylaps decoder. The use of Personal Transponders also makes life 
much easier for Race Control, as long as drivers keep us updated with any changes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A great day, very friendly atmosphere, and dry weather which did include sunny spells! Let’s hope 
that the Braxted micro-climate has at last settled down!  

 
Keith Wright 
Chairman, MERCC 
www.mercc.org.uk 
www.facebook.com/merccuk 

Race Report (Continued) 


